Gaikwad- Patil Group adds another feather in its cap
Buy’s a chess team to play in the inaugural Maharashtra Chess League

Nagpur’s renowned group Gaikwad- Patil group, have become proud owner’s of a chess team.
The group under the leadership of its dynamic chairman Prof. Mohan Gaikwad, recently bought
a chess team ‘Nagpur’s Gaikwad Patil Royal’s’ to represent our Orange city in the
inaugural Maharashtra Chess League, to be played in Pune from 24th to 29th April 2013.

Auction of player’s

A player’s auction was held on 13th April 2013 in Pune. Nagpur’s Gaikwad Patil Royal’s led by
Prof. Mohan Gaikwad, participated in the bidding process and picked up a winning combination
of player’s from the pool of registered players maintained by Maharashtra Chess Association.
Total 74 players have been registered for the auction, which include 11 Grandmasters, 17
International Masters, 10 women Grandmasters, 11 women players and 25 rated players.

In a function held in Pune recently, Vishwanathan Anand, the world chess champion and
Grandmaster gave away the team flags to the owners of the six teams from Maharashtra,
Nagpur’s Gaikwad- Patil Royals, Pune Attackers, Ahmednagar Checkers, Mumbai Movers,
Jalgaon Battlers and Thane Combatants,who would be contesting in the tournament.
Vishwanathan Anand welcomed the idea of a chess league on the lines of IPL and said it will
help create a pool of talented world class chess players. He congratulated the owner’s of the six
teams for coming forward to support chess in a big way. He said, he was proud to be associated
with MCL, as this championship will give a boost to chess in India.

Prof. Mohan Gaikwad said “We are proud to be part of the inaugural
MCL and hope to have a successful season. We have very good and
promising players in our team; we are working on a strategy to be
followed and hope to win the championship and bring the trophy to
Nagpur.”

